
Previous Questions we had for the Client:  

- Offer a free trial for users for X number of days? 

o Yes, we want to do a free trial  

o For silver and gold how long do we want for a free trial -> 7 days  

- How many users do we want to be in families/groups at the elite level? 

o Have unlimited number of users for gold and bonze 

o Have limited activities for gold and bronze, get more activities and information if you 

upgrade  

- Hex codes for colors and graphics please 😊 

- Client may have an icon library either to Visma or 123rs -> want to look at what subscription we 

have? 

o Communications with Katleen and Shannon 

- Can we use a third party for payments? 

o Use a third party for the app -> do some research to find out what payment options that 

we can use  

o Have one but may want to switch 

- Eventually need the paragraph content from Rebecca or Shannon to add into the app 

o Send us a folder of your content that you think would be useful for the app  

o Easier if we brainstorm what we need and then they will be able to give this to us  

 Start with your basic website content and pamphlets handout  

 New stuff: broken into parenting, leadership... these are handout that 

we can utilize to put on the app  

o Initial information we are going to get:  

 Professionally added stuff that is attached to courses  

 General pamphlet handout 

 Up to date website content   

 

Client Information about updating designs:  

Page layout:  

1. Have a Take the quiz button 

2.  Do you want to take the quiz question, talk about how long the quiz should be 

3. Information about the quiz, what it is about, the three personalities and how you should put 

your mindset for it all. 

4. Have an example quiz question before the quiz starts 

5. TAKE THE QUIZ  

6. Have an answer about what the bars and which personality type percentage you are (Have the 

answer to the questions – maybe) 

7. THEN YOU GO TO THE SIGN-UP PAGE 

8. CONTINUE PLANNING  

 



Quiz Question Trees 

- We want to make sure that we can default all the questions but make sure the quizzes can be 

changed 

- Each branch of the tree will have around 4 questions so in total there will be around 25 to 30 

questions  

- For the questions we will have it either be yes or no, agree or disagree 

o Two options for the questions  

- Have the take the quiz option in the beginning -> have it bold and solid  

-  We will have a bar graph that shows how many you answered green, orange, blue, and yellow  

o You will be able to see how much you answer for each question, this can help see how 

much you score for each color  

o When you are taking the quiz, you will show that you are extroverted or introverted. 

This will be the faded darker to lighter bar that we saw presented earlier.  

- In our description we need to state that we are looking at all three of our personalities which is 

unique about this quiz  

Military Options 

- Would have a code that is the way that they have to login, they will have the 10 codes or a QR 

code on the page, it is okay if the code changes each time  

- Register as a military member instead of just a regular user as military, have them sign up 

different at the start  

Client comments on design  

- Main color: white background 

- Second color pale grey and purple 

- Navigation 

o We want the bottom to be for the navigation menu, this will be the major quick clicks 

that we want to navigate towards 

o And then Ham for all resources and links  

- Like Options for regular users and military user options when registering for the account 

o For the create account/login screen have there be a New User option and then do a take 

the quiz as normal user and take the quiz for a military user  

- For the quiz you should not be able to see the colors when you are taking the quiz, when you 

are done taking the quiz you would be able to see what the color answers are related to  

o We do not want people to pigeonhole people into an answer 

o Selected answer on quiz shows a fun color like purple or something similar  

 Have come type of like confetti pop after you are done taking the quiz  

- We want lots of fluff  

Home Page  

- Your profiles 

o On the home page for the profile, have a fade bar for your profile where it states what 

color each person is and have it been the actual persons profile be its own fade bar   



 Like the fad boxes for each information  

 On the profile have it be an introvert/extrovert profile that will be on the page 

o Links to specific information that is most important that is needed  

o Have a scrolling section where you can go to information  

o For the Home page under each profile want each person to pick an icon  

Help Page  

- Have this be under the HAM menu, this will be a what do these colors mean and what each of 

the symbols on the page understand  

- This will kind of be like a “key” for the app  

Questions: 

- How do we want to show the color answers to the quiz? 

- Progress bar or countdown, for number of questions  

o Bubbles filling up across the top, progress piechart, rainbows getting filled in  

 Have it been fun and inviting to look at not just a boring number  

- When you take the quiz does the questions do we want a back button (move on automatically 

then have a back button if needed) or continue/next button or lock in/confirm function?  

- For the questions we want to make them random each time, we need to figure out the equation 

for how we want the questions to be ordered – there is an equation for each person? 

- Can we get paid for Figma so each type of information can be separate such as games, 

information, quiz, etc.  

Client Tasks for Us: 

- SEND FULL COURSES WORK TO CALLIE  

- BASIC HAND OUTS TO CALLIE  

- UP TO DATE WEBSITE CONTENT I AM CURRENTLY BUILDING  

- NAME ONLY TO TAKE QUIZZ /EMAIL HAPPENS WHEN THEY WANT MORE INFO 0  

- ARE SETTING UP A FREE MILITARY ENTRANCE WITH CODE USAGE  

- CAN THE COLOR POP UP AFTER THEY ANSWER????  

- LIGHT UP ANSWERS TO BRIGHTEN PAGE  

- ICON LIBRARY? FONTS/COLORS/LOGOS  

- THIRD PARTY FOR PAYMENTS? THEY WIL RESEARCH THAT (TELL HER THE ONE WE USE)  

- IDEAS: FOR SILVER AND GOLD (UNLIMITED USERS) BOTH BUT LIMITED ACTIVITIES UNTIL GET TO 

SOLD IDEAS: BRONZE (ONLY ONE EXTRA ACCOUNT)  

- 7 DAYS FREE TRIAL?  

- SHANNON QUESTION 

 

 


